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ABSTRACT

analysis [62]. Still, the role of design in engaging and
retaining participants is unclear. We investigated how people
engage with multisensory information, to inform the design
of compelling interactions to elicit and grow passions about
the sights and sounds of nature.

Acoustic sensing has been hailed as a game-changer for
detecting furtive wildlife, but uptake has been constrained by
the laborious process of reviewing resultant torrents of audio
data. To inform the design of interactive interfaces for
reviewing audio recordings, we explored how people interact
with aural and visual media about birds. We observed how
twelve participants with different levels of interest in birds
engaged with vocalization recordings, visualizations of bird
calls, photographs, and range maps of three species. By
conducting thematic analysis, we identified a variety of
Challenges of Exploration and Benefits of a Media
Assortment. We contribute lessons for designing to Bridge
Knowledge & Context and to Facilitate Long-term
Engagement with audio in ways that are fun, accessible, and
informative. We provide explicit guidance for designers to
diversify how citizen scientists interact with nature through
audio as they move from engagement to conservation action.
Author Keywords

Audio interactions; aural; birds; citizen science;
multisensory; nature connection; visual; wildlife.
CCS Concepts

• Human-centered computing~Human Computer Interaction
INTRODUCTION

As the field of Interaction Design expands to address more
than human concerns, we investigate how to design more
engaging technologies that elicit curiosity and desire to
understand nature. Recent advances in technology allow
members of the public to engage with collection, analysis,
and interpretation of scientific data in new ways as citizen
scientists [30, 45]. However, relatively little design research
investigates interaction in citizen science. Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) explorations of citizen science have been
restricted to hobbyist practices [11, 14, 46], gamification [5,
6, 17, 22], interface relationships [21, 23, 55], and online data
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Figure 1. Participants matched printed visual & aural media
for three bird species: A) Sulphur-crested cockatoo; B)
Eastern whipbird; & C) Eastern bristlebird. Media included
photographs, call visualizations (i.e. spectrograms), call audio,
& distribution maps. Boxes in Map C outline regions where
Eastern bristlebirds live in small, isolated populations. Bird
photos: A) © Tatiana Gerus; B) © Philip Venables; & C) ©
David Cook. Spectrograms: © Jessica L Oliver. Map data [4].

Birds are ubiquitous and can often act as indicators of
ecosystem health [40]. Some species are difficult to find via
traditional field surveys due to being furtive and/or rare (e.g.
Australia’s night parrot [43]). One of the most promising
ways to find birds that are difficult to see is to collect audio
recordings from their presumed habitats (i.e. acoustic
sensing), then search the audio for calls made by the bird
(e.g. [32]). However, manual searching through audio is
often required, and the process is slow requires expertise,
which limits use acoustic sensing for wildlife conservation.
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Several recent DIS and HCI studies highlight design
opportunities and challenges with scaling up citizen science
participation to support wildlife conservation [19, 38, 42].
Both conservationists and citizen scientists need ways to
explore audio, exchange knowledge, and cooperatively
identify animal calls [42]. However, the few citizen science
projects that have included reviewing audio have suffered
relatively low participation [16, 62]. We explore how people
interact with and match diverse media about birds, to inform
the design of more engaging citizen science (Figure 1).
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pathways of interaction with audio in meaningful ways for
those interested in designing for citizen science, nature
engagement, and other audio interactions.
BACKGROUND
Audio Has Potential to Support Wildlife Studies

Wildlife can be difficult to find if they are furtive, rare,
nocturnal, and/or inhabit inaccessible terrain, but acoustic
sensing holds promise as part of an alternative way of
locating where such species live. Acoustic sensors (i.e. audio
recorders) are often deployed to record sounds made by
animals [65] and use signatures in audio to confirm and
understand their occurrence patterns. Sounds made by
animals that are captured on recordings may come from
vocalizations, stridulating (i.e. rubbing body parts together),
movements, and other mechanisms. With audio recorders
becoming less expensive, more efficient, durable, smaller,
and more useable (e.g. AudioMoth [24, 25]), more
environmental audio is being recorded. Analysis of these
large audio files, however, remains largely intractable.
Technical expertise is required to manage large datasets (e.g.
[36, 63]) and to develop automated recognition algorithms,
which may still have limited effectiveness (e.g. [47]).
Extensive call knowledge of the desired species is also
required to accurately annotate a dataset (e.g. even to train
algorithms). Innovative ways to review environmental audio
recordings are needed to facilitate wildlife studies.

Although reviewing calls in an online environment is far less
engaging for people than transcribing notebooks or sorting
camera-trap photographs [16], citizen scientists have
enjoyed recording calls of wild animals in situ [49]. While
recording calls in the wild, people are surrounded by nature
with the potential of seeing animals. Online citizen science
projects, by contrast, often involve simplistic tasks [48], not
designed to embody nature broadly. According to [31, pg
265], “… integration of information from different sensory
modalities has many advantages for human observers,
including increase of salience, resolution of perceptual
ambiguities, and unified perception of objects and
surroundings”. We posit that audio will be more relatable if
augmented with other types of media.
We aimed to explore how people interact with different types
of bird information, such as what birds look and sound like,
as well as where they live, to inform the design of audio
interactions for future citizen science projects. Our
exploratory study was guided by the multi-faceted research
question: How are interactions with bird information
influenced by 1) information type; 2) media modality; 3)
prior experience; 4) social dynamics; 5) characteristics of
different bird species? To investigate this, we created a
multi-sensory activity, including calls, spectrograms (visuals
of audio), photos, and distribution maps of three bird species
(Figure 1). Each media type was provided to 12 participants
in stepwise stages, either independently or in small groups.
We then identified patterns of media interaction.

Citizen Science with Audio Analysis is Limited

Many online citizen science projects are hosted on the
rapidly expanding Zooniverse platform [16, 71]. Originally
the platform was designed to classify galaxies in photographs
[34]), and today, most projects are visually oriented and tasks
are designed so that no prior knowledge is required for
participation [16, 62]. Tasks include annotating, classifying,
counting, drawing, outlining, and transcribing different types
of media [48]. Image classification projects often have high
rates of participation, whereas the two projects that involved
the classification of audio both visually and aurally had
comparatively lower levels of engagement [16]. The
identification accuracy of calls was variable for both bats
[35] and whales [54]. The low engagement with
environmental audio, and variable accuracy identifying
sounds, indicates a need to design audio interactions that are
both fun and informative for people.

We contribute two themes and lessons for those interested in
designing for audio, citizen science, and/or nature
engagement. The main themes identified include 1)
Challenges of Exploration and 2) Benefits of a Media
Assortment, with three and four subthemes per respective
theme highlighting interaction processes. We then educed
two key lessons by exploring how themes relate to existing
technologies that engage people with nature sounds and
broader literature. Lesson 1 is to design to Bridge
Knowledge, Context, & Goals. Subthemes describe how this
can be done via 1) Media Salience; 2) Accessible
Associations; 3) Species Information & Perceptions. Lesson
2 is to design to Facilitate Long-term Engagement.
Subthemes demonstrate how this can be done by designing
for 1) Growth of Knowledge with Purpose, 2) Diversity in
Task Difficulty, 3) Customizable Complexity, 4)
Collaborative Puzzle Solving. Our work defines new

Design May Uncover Audio Interaction Barriers

The DIS and HCI community has begun to explore how to
facilitate engagement and sensemaking with audio
interactions. Exploratory work highlights that playful
interactions with devices that include aural and visual
representations of bird calls (i.e. via audio recordings and
spectrograms respectively) and photographs are engaging to
people [8, 51, 57]. Stories and knowledge were also elicited
from birders reviewing soundscape visualizations [41].
These birders, however, craved more environmental context
to interpret spectrograms, such as a list of species that reside
where recordings were obtained. Cooperatively exploring
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audio aurally, and visually by providing spectrograms at
multiple resolutions, is likely to aide interpretation [18, 41].
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recognizable by its distinctive whip-like call than by sight,
given its furtive nature, for people familiar with forests
outside the city. The Sulphur-crested cockatoo was chosen
as a species that can be easily seen and heard both within and
outside the city. Lastly, to explore how people would interact
with unfamiliar species, the locally critically endangered
Eastern bristlebird was selected. We anticipated people
would relate to media from each species in a unique way.

Recent work has begun to analyze sound interpretation and
interactions quantitatively. At the soundscape level, people
can distinguish between recordings from different but very
similar areas (i.e. different urban streets [29]). Specific
sounds, however, are less consistently annotated in more
complex soundscapes that include a variety of sounds [10].
Analysis of audio is also more efficient, in terms of time and
accuracy, with the use of visual representations called
spectrograms [10]. Considerations when designing for
annotating audio include weighing the need to recall a sound
versus precisely identifying it [9]. Such quantitative studies
would be complemented by design studies that explore how
people relate to and make sense of audio aurally and visually.

Participants were provided media in a stepwise fashion,
receiving one type of media at a time, until all media had
been acquired. Typically, all three spectrograms were
provided first, followed by three photographs, then three
audio recordings, and lastly the three distribution maps. Two
exceptions made to the order of media were provided to
participants to account for different participant backgrounds,
with the intent for the activity to have an appropriate
difficulty level. In one case, for example, E1 had researched
bristlebird ecology extensively, so photographs were not
revealed to her until the last step, given the likelihood she
would too easily identify the species by sight. In the other
instance, by contrast, photographs were shown to F1 and F2
first, rather than spectrograms, given their newness to
Australia, and people’s propensity to become familiar with
birds by sight before by calls. Adapting media order proved
effective, given all participants completed the activity while
finding it sufficiently challenging.

Design Needed to Support Conservation with Audio

The DIS/HCI community has begun exploring interactions
with audio to support conservation efforts. Researchers have
explored practices of people interested in learning about
birds, such as amateur birders [14, 41], an endangered
species recovery team [42], and a community group [19].
Social groups of birders often cooperatively listen to calls,
search for birds, and identify species. The ability to listen to
audio online has the potential to extend a birder’s hobby, for
example, by allowing them to confirm and track what was
heard in situ, listen to new birds or habitats, and
communicate with others about aural observations [14]. Fun
and engaging designs are needed that allow conservationists
and citizen scientists to easily review audio, exchange
knowledge, and cooperatively learn [42]. Interactions with
audio are also likely to be more meaningful if designs foster
community building [41] and integrate culturally significant
aspects [19]. Despite progress in our understanding of
communities, interactions with audio are understudied.

Participant Recruitment

We recruited members of the public with varying levels of
experience taking notice of birds or engaging with audio.
Purposive sampling was conducted to recruit a diverse group
of participants, representative of people who have a broad
interest in the subject matter and propensity to become
citizen scientists (Table 1). Given that many citizen science
projects require high levels of participation to deliver
rigorous scientific outcomes, this study aimed to investigate
how to design technologies that would be sufficiently
enticing to people, with a focus on offering alluring aural and
visual interactions with media about nature. Two participants
with knowledge of the Eastern bristlebird’s plight were
recruited from the recovery team for the species (i.e. D1 and
E1), to consider whether prior knowledge of bristlebird
conservation needs would influence interactions with the
activity.

METHODS

This section details our activity design rationale, participant
recruitment, collection of data, and analysis for this study.
Activity Design Rationale

We created and trialed an exploratory paper- and audiobased activity to investigate the experiences of participants
interacting with media about three species of birds. We used
bird photos, bird call audio, spectrograms, and species
distribution maps (Figure 1), which allowed for the
exploration of using multiple senses and crossmodal
perception.

Most participants learned of the project through the lead
author speaking at public events (e.g. A1, A2, and A3 joined
after hearing a talk to birdwatchers) and advertising through
university courses (e.g. F1 and F2 learned of the project
through their classes; Table 1). Originally, we planned for
participants to individually complete the activity; however,
several requested to participate with peers or brought peers
to the interview. We welcomed this as an opportunity to
explore not only how people interacted with media, but also
with each other. Particularly given that people interested in
birds are known to 1) identify animals cooperatively [14], 2)
share information with peers using citizen science

A researcher’s role and positionality are key considerations,
as they influence the research method and participant
interactions [28]. The primary author has a background in
ecology and extensive experience teaching people about
birds in the wild, which she drew upon to create the activities.
To explore people’s familiarity with birds and interpretation
of diverse types of media, three Australian species were
selected based on differences in behaviors, appearance, and
ubiquity. The Eastern whipbird was selected as a bird more
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technology (e.g. eBird [58]), and 3) help each other make
sense of nature media [41]. Three participants completed the
activity individually (i.e. C1, D1, and E1); whereas, nine
completed the activity in groups of two or three (i.e. A, B, F,
and G indicate group membership; Table 1).
ID Age

Professions

Experiences with Birds

A1
A2
A3

31
38
28

Biologist;
Veterinarian;
Artist;

A1 has expertise identifying
cockatoos calls in audio; A2
is more practice birding then
A3, though both are novices

B1

73

B2

70

Retired
statistician;
Retired
tradesman

B1 is an experienced birder
& develops call recognizers;
B2 is an experienced birder
who searches audio for calls

C1

27

Honors student
(ecology)

C1 is an experienced birder
who searched audio for calls

D1

49

Wildlife
sanctuary
manager

D1 enjoys leisurely birding
& oversees captive breeding
of wildlife (e.g. bristlebirds)

E1

26

Ph.D. student
(ecology)

E1 researches ecology &
conservation of bristlebirds

F1
F2

35
26

Master’s
students (info
technology)

F1 & F2 are international
students with interest in
birds but no experience

G1

37

G2
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Exploration and 2) Benefits of a Media Assortment, with
respective subthemes highlighting interaction processes.
Theme 1: Challenges of Exploration

As participants explored media, they often had challenges,
which are organized into subthemes: Interpreting
Spectrograms, Deciphering Call Diversity, and Connecting
Media with Bird Lives.
Interpreting Spectrograms

Prior experience interacting with spectrograms helped the
sensemaking process, though most participants had difficulty
interpreting spectrogram variables (Figure 1 &Figure 2A).
G1, who is unfamiliar with visualizing sound, thought that
the y-axis represented amplitude (i.e. loudness). G2
responded by correctly speculating that this axis was in
frequency (i.e. kHz), and clarified that loudness was
represented by the “intensity of the darkness”. G2 works with
music audio, which likely explains his more nuanced
understanding of the spectrogram (Table 1). In another
session, D1 was unfamiliar with spectrograms and had
difficulty interpreting visuals literally. Instead, he related the
shape of the cockatoo call in the spectrogram to “… a
highway, or car tracks” (Figure 1A & Figure 2B). His idea
demonstrates that spectrograms can elicit imaginative,
metaphorical thinking. Interpreting spectrogram attributes is
challenging regardless of experience, and creative
interactions may be one way to help people relate bird calls
to spectrogram variables.

Master’s student Neither G1 or G2 actively go
(tech & innovat.
birding, but both casually
management)
observe birds in the wild
39 Sound designer (without using tools such as
& audio engineer binoculars or bird guides)

Table 1. Twelve participants, their respective professional
backgrounds, and experiences with birds.

A

B

C

D

Data Collection & Analysis

For this study, we employed “think-aloud protocols” [27],
asking participants to verbalize their thoughts about the
experience of completing each stage of the activity and
decision rationale for actions taken. When progress ceased,
the researcher asked and answered questions to elicit a
discussion of issues encountered. Dialogs elicited during the
completion of the activity were audio-recorded and
transcribed. Transcripts were thematically analyzed using
inductive methods [7]. We coded each session line-by-line,
then examined codes across sessions to identify indicative
patterns relevant to informing design for audio analysis. As
an exploratory study of a specific context, we do not claim
our findings to be generalizable but suggest readers will be
able to judge applicability to their study contexts.

Figure 2. Participants interacting with bird media printouts &
audio recordings. A) A1, A2, & A3 inspecting spectrograms
with the researcher; B) D1 describing a spectrogram looking
like “car tracks”; C) B1 & B2 taking turns matching media;
D) E1 matching maps to spectrograms.

Often participants did not notice and struggled to decipher
specific call features. Parsing one sound from another
visually was difficult for some. E1, for example, asked
whether shadows were part of an individual bird’s call or
background noise. At times, certain characteristic features of
focal calls also went unnoticed, such as when F1 did not
realize that the horizontal line in the spectrogram was part of
the whipbird call (Figure 1B). A variety of factors influence
how sounds are captured in audio recordings and shown in
spectrograms. Participants rarely considered these factors

FINDINGS

We analyzed transcripts and observational notes, which
included participant inquiries, rationale, and actions, to
assess how people related to media about birds. The two
primary themes identified include 1) Challenges of
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when exploring spectrograms, such as how a bird’s ability to
control the volume of its call, how close the bird is to the
audio recorder, and the conditions the environment that
impact the travel of calls (e.g. call attenuation in dense
vegetation). Only B2 questioned how the closeness of a bird
to the recorder would influence its shape. Future designs
need to illuminate both diagnostic features of target calls and
variation in call appearance for specific species via training
tutorials to support citizen scientists learning to identify calls
accurately.
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person most knowledgeable about wild bristlebirds also
noted that calls from captive birds seemed “corrupt” or
different to calls of wild birds [42]. This reinforces that when
possible, understanding the vocal repertoire of a species
(within and across populations) is important, as is
considering what influences a people’s propensity to see,
hear, recognize, and remember a bird.
A

B

Deciphering Call Diversity

Some participants had extensive prior knowledge of the call
diversity of specific species (i.e. vocal repertoires), which
sometimes lead to incorrect assumptions of what calls were
included in the activity. B1, for example, knew that female
whipbirds respond to male calls immediately with two loud,
sharp notes when present (Figure 3A & B). He was unsure
how a female whipbird call would look in a spectrogram,
however, which prompted him to ask whether there was an
antiphonal female response call in the spectrogram.
Similarly, D1 originally assumed a female whipbird would
have been replying to a male in the spectrogram (Figure 3A
& B). Conversely, he initially thought of a single, loud
“RARRK” call for the Sulphur-crested cockatoo, rather the
two-note call we used (Figure 1A &Figure 3C). His
knowledge of broader call diversity for both species caused
him incorrectly pair whipbird and cockatoo spectrograms
with incorrect photos. Despite prior knowledge of call
diversity leading to incorrect assumptions, participants
enjoyed reasoning their decisions and recognizing their
misidentifications. Such mistakes led to participants with
prior knowledge gaining a greater appreciation and
familiarity with commonly confused patterns and species.
Understanding the knowledge and assumptions that
prospective participants have allows designers to create
interactions that provide prompts and information to avoid
potential confusion.

C

Figure 3. Spectrograms showing call variation for two species.
A) a male Eastern whipbird call; B) a male whipbird
vocalization, followed by a two-note, female response call; &
C) a series of three Sulphur-crested cockatoo calls [x = Time (5
to 7 secs); y = frequency (0 to 11 kHz)] © Jessica L Oliver
Connecting Media with Bird Lives

While participants struggled to relate to the lives of birds
through inspecting media, the activity elicited interests in
learning about birds. Looking at the same photo, F1 assumed
the bristlebird was “really young”, because of its brown body
coloration. She was fascinated to learn, however, bristlebirds
and a myriad of other birds stay brown throughout their lives,
and that it’s the bristlebird’s eye irises that change color with
age, from bright red to brown. F1 also inquisitively asked
whether the frequency of a bird’s song is related to its body
size. She thought if visible physical aspects of bird anatomy
influenced a “different kind of singing…”, and were
indicated, then she “would be able to match them”. Providing
broad information, such as similarities in calls, plumage
changes, and distinguishing physical attributes, for groups of
species, may evoke more nuanced inspection and
understanding of media.

This exploratory study exemplified that not all bird calls are
equally memorable or recognizable. When selecting species,
we suspected would be most recognizable by sight and
sneaky whipbirds would be most memorable by their
distinctive call. Likewise, as we anticipated, only
participants involved in efforts to ensure the survival of
bristlebirds as a species (i.e. D1 and E1) had any familiarity
with their media (Table 1). Spectrograms were new to both
D1 and E1, and neither person attributed a spectrogram
showing a bristlebird call. Recordings for this activity were
obtained from captive bristlebird aviaries within earshot of
D1’s office, so he was familiar with their calls. In contrast,
E1 studied wild habitats of bristlebirds, only having
serendipitously hearing calls of sparsely populated wild
bristlebirds. As such, E1 said the call sounded familiar. Upon
learning the call was made by a captive bristlebird, she
questioned whether that was a “normal” call, and remembers
the wild bristlebird calls she had heard were usually a threenote call. E1’s observation aligned with a prior study, as the

Map matching proved difficult for most participants, though
the process revealed map utility, as well as elicited critical
thinking and curiosity from participants. When attempting to
match maps of the cockatoo and whipbird, E1 deliberated in
detail what types of habitat she had seen each species,
distribution of those habitat types, and other information she
knew about broader species of birds in the (Figure 1A & B).
While she eventually mismatched the maps, maps engaged
her with considering the environmental context that
influences birds' lives more than other media. While E1
initially felt that maps were tangential and “too hard” for
most people, she later envisioned maps could be a useful
mechanism to sort birds likely to be in audio by habitat types.
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The meaning of the green coloration of maps was also
ambiguous to those who had not seen distribution maps, but
an exploration of this also evoked broader ideation for future
map use. While inspecting the bristlebird map, for example,
F1 questioned whether birds were abundant or rare in
respective colored areas (Figure 1). She imagined being able
to use maps in quizzes that would challenge her to learn
associations between bird species and their habitats. While
matching was difficult, maps interactions revealed how
people grapple these unfamiliar media, elicited ideas for
potential use, and unveiled that maps are useful when
interested in gaining deeper context for the lives of birds.
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enjoyed learning she could see three dots in the spectrogram
for the male whipbird, and hearing the sound for the first
time, saying That’s quite cool” (Figure 1B & Figure 2D).
Such positive feedback signaled that, while the task is
challenging, people enjoyed interacting with diverse media.
Novices were provided more context about birds to facilitate
advancement, and this provided an enjoyable experience.
Upon receiving maps, F1 shared that matching maps was
interesting since she learned “a little bit” about the three bird
species from previous steps and that she would not have been
interested if asked to match maps at the beginning of the
activity. Both F2 and F1 were compelled to share broad
familiarity with birds. Activity interactions evoked F2’s
memories of pet cockatoos being noisier than other birds and
producing similar sounds to humans. This prompted F1 to
describe how some birds are “very talented” at mimicking
sounds heard, including even camera shutters. Superb
lyrebirds are likely the species F1 described given that this
species has a propensity to mimic even mechanical sounds
commonly heard, which is regularly featured on popular
nature documentaries (e.g. [2]). Once finished, F1 also
reflected that the activity is enjoyable and challenging and
that completing it evoked competitive feelings even though
she has not engaged with identifying birds before. Interacting
with bird media was engaging for novices when provided
enough context to relate to birds.

Theme 1 Recap

Challenges of Explorations became apparent with all types
of media the activity included. Interpreting Spectrograms
was difficult largely due to a lack of familiarity with figure
variables and with deciphering calls. Challenges with
Deciphering Call Diversity resulted from either people not
having enough knowledge of calls or incorrectly applying
prior bird behavior and call knowledge to provide from the
vocal repertoire of a species. Connecting Media with Bird
Lives was difficult was particularly for participants with the
least prior knowledge of bird physiology, behaviors,
ecology, and distribution. newest to taking notice of birds.
We gained insights into participant knowledge differences
and found that regardless of prior knowledge levels all media
was interesting to participants. Interactions with media often
elicited promising creative, critical, and curious thinking
from participants. Further work is needed to identify fun and
effective ways to illuminate nuanced differences between
calls, appearance, and habitat uses of birds, whether related
or different species.

Conjuring Diverse Knowledge

Several participants accurately identified species by the
spectrogram alone, by drawing from their diverse prior
nature and/or audio experiences (Table 1). Both A1 and C1
were immediately able to identify the cockatoo call by the
spectrogram having a “broadband” call showing (Table 1).
And likewise, C1 also immediately identified the whipbird
call from the spectrogram given his previous experiences.
By contrast, E1 had no prior experience with spectrograms,
but she was able to interpret the shape based on her
experiences hearing the distinctive call of the whipbird when
in the forests of South East Queensland. Others Most others
who identified the whipbird call by spectrogram did so
through collaborative discussion (e.g. G1 and G2; A1, A2,
and A3). Participants recognizing calls from prior audio and
outdoor explorations provide a promise that with the right
experiences, calls can be visually and aurally memorable.

Theme 2: Benefits of a Media Assortment

We identified there were several benefits of using an
assortment of media, which are organized into subthemes:
Eliciting Enthusiasm, Conjuring Diverse Knowledge,
Resolving Ambiguity, and Solving Through Cooperation.
Eliciting Enthusiasm

Many positive expressions and interactions indicated
participants were enjoying the activity. Statements of interest
and enjoyment, such as “Nice”, “Sweet”, “Oh, goody
gumdrops” (A1), “Cool” (C1), and “Yay” (E1), were
enthusiastically and regularly made by participants when
excited by a task or receiving affirmation via teammates or
the interviewer. Others were interested in knowing answers,
like D1 when asking, “Hang on, Hang on, am I right? …”.
Lighthearted sarcasm also indicated engagement,
particularly with A1, A2, and A3, who had different levels
of experience birding (Table 1 & Figure 2A). Given her
experiences with audio, A1 accurately identified one
spectrogram shape as “cockatoo” and the other as a
“passerine” (i.e. songbird; Figure 1A & C, respectively). A2
jokingly said to the interviewer, “you asked which bird….
She's just giving you genres, man”. Jovial, rapid exchanges
(e.g. G1 and G2) and methodical puzzling through each stage
(e.g. B1 and B1) indicated participants being engrossed. E1

Participants similarly successfully applied prior experiences
in-the-wild to other media types as well (Table 1). While not
identifying the cockatoo from the spectrogram alone, E1
immediately identified the call audio, saying, “Oh, so that’s
a parrot… is that just a cockatoo?”, and then correctly
guessed it was a Sulphur-crested cockatoo. With species
identifications being clarified when needed to allow
progression, participants with prior experience successfully
matched distribution maps, as individuals (i.e. D1 and C1)
and collaboratively (i.e. A1 and A2; G2 and G1; B1 and B1).
Despite B1 asking about the bristlebird photo, “That's a
grassbird isn't it?…”, and both B1 and B2 mismatching
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spectrograms with photos of a whipbird and a bristlebird, B2
confidently said, “I do know the distribution”, and the pair
quickly matched maps with photos correctly then
demonstrated their expertise (Figure 2C). G2 described his
ability to match maps from having travel the country widely
and added, “Knowing the distribution of the cockatoo I can
say with relative comfort that that’s what that is”, tapping on
the correct map, and G1 concurred. Diverse media
interactions elicited varied forms of knowledge, whether the
person is a casual bird observer or a birder who actively
searches for birds in leisure time.
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Immediately after A1 shared more of her knowledge, A2
excitedly asked, “Is that a whipbird?”. Exchanging
knowledge and impressions allowed participants to
cooperatively correctly solve matches.
Not all instances of cooperative problem solving resulted in
correct identifications, but interactions were still
informative. B1 and B2 were one group who exhibited such
cooperation (Figure 2C). B1 correctly matched cockatoo
media but inadvertently mismatched the whipbird and
bristlebird spectrograms and photos. Questioningly, B2
replied, “You reckon that's a cockatoo?” B1 replied, “Yeah,
that's my matching…” (Figure 2C). Referring to the B2’s
correctly matched cockatoo, B2 deliberated, “I would have
thought that one might have been whipbird…”. B2 inquired
if the single-note call of a male or the two-note call indicative
of a female call (Figure 3B). With the interviewer confirming
a male call, B2 reasoned that it might be the cockatoo.
Regardless of the accuracy of the identifications, cooperation
elicited deep thinking on how media and experiences relate.

Resolving Ambiguity

Ambiguity arising in the early stages could be resolved when
audio recordings were heard. Initially, D1 mismatched
spectrograms and photos of the cockatoo and whipbird, for
example, but with the addition of call audio, he realized the
in-the-wild calls from his memories were different than calls
included in the activity (Figure 3). D1 concluded, “hearing
the call and seeing that, I can clearly say ‘well that’s clearly
the whipbird’… there's that constant sound”. Similarly, for
cockatoo media, D1 said, “hearing how loud that particular
call was, that double call, it makes sense. And they're close
together, ‘Raak, raak’, very clearly to me spells out that
call”. He also said he would have “instantly” identified calls
if hearing audio first, which reflects our media order was
appropriate to maximize interactions and engagement. Being
able to interpret and resolve ambiguity with the addition of
audio demonstrates the benefits of crossmodal interactions.

Theme 2 Recap

Benefits of a Media Assortment became evident as
participants interacted with diverse types of media with aural
and visual modalities. Doing so was effective in Eliciting
Enthusiasm as evidenced by expressions of excitement,
explicit statements of enjoyment, and relating aspects of the
activity to popular media. Interactions were effective in
Conjuring Diverse Knowledge of participants that have
experiences interacting with audio of bird calls and/or
engaging with observing birds in the wild. Providing diverse
forms of media allowed for Resolving Ambiguity. Such
interactions allowed people opportunities to relate
interactions to their own experiences in diverse ways. We
also learned the potential for Solving Through Cooperation.

Similarly, photographs and maps helped participants correct
mismatches and resolve uncertainty. Despite researching and
surveying habitats of bristlebirds, for example, E1 did not
identify the bird by spectrogram or audio of its call, but maps
provided the clue she needed. When seeing maps, she said,
“… I still don’t know what this one is… it’s not bristlebird is
it?”. She laughed and continued, “That would be pretty bad
if it was bristlebird… But the distribution looks very much
like bristlebird”. Being provided photographs last, given her
familiarity with captive bristlebirds, she exclaimed, “Oh, so
it is a bristlebird?!”. The photos validated the map hunch in
this instance. Providing diverse forms of media allowed
people to relate to birds in ways that resonated most for them.

DISCUSSION

Citizen science projects involving audio classification have
had low levels of often brief participation [16, 62], and those
that involved classifying spectrograms had variable accuracy
levels [35, 54]. An audio-focused project that is slow to
acquire annotations of wildlife calls can still be useful for
biological and ecological studies (e.g. [52]). When furtive
vocal wildlife is under threat of extinction, however, time is
of the essence, and species can only be saved if where they
reside can be rapidly identified and protected. (e.g. [42]).
This exploratory study has begun to unpack the complex
challenges and opportunities for diversifying how citizen
scientists interact with audio and other media to learn about
wildlife and support conservation. Next, we explored how
our findings relate to broader literature and technologies
focused on interactions with audio, birds, and nature more
broadly. From this exploration, we offer lessons highlighting
the importance of designing to 1) Bridge Knowledge &
Context, and 2) Long-term Engagement. We offer the lessons
to designers interested in exploring interactions for designing
citizen science, nature engagement, and audio exploration.

Solving Through Cooperation

Cooperative discussions often resulted in correct answers
being reached based on diverse bird experiences (Table 1).
G2 described, for instance, one of the spectrograms as “a
low, like a mid-sustained note, followed by a burst”, which
prompted G1 to whistle the sound, and then to recognize
what he had whistled as being a whipbird call. G2 then
agreed and pointed out the bird was an Eastern whipbird.
People with mixed levels of skill cooperatively solved tasks
as well, such as A1, A2, and A3 also demonstrated through
interpreting the whipbird spectrogram. A2 initially wasn’t
able to interpret the spectrogram, but A1 described the
features of the spectrogram shape, which prompted both A3
and A2 to ask A1 more about loudness and frequency.
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Designs need to facilitate making linkages between different
bird media, whether comparing songbirds to parrots,
different cockatoo species, or the song repertoire of a specific
species. Prototypes can also explore how best to introduce
additional types of media about birds, such as photographs
of plumage variation, habitats, nests, or behaviors.

Interactions with nature media to review audio, should
Bridge Knowledge, Context, & Goals. This can be done by
designing for 1) Media Salience; 2) Accessible Associations;
3) Species Information & Perceptions.
Media Salience

Interactions with each type of media revealed challenges.
Making sense of spectrograms represented the most complex
and difficult component. Achieving a consensus on call
identification is less likely when soundscapes are complex
[10]. We found that even people who were familiar with
spectrograms benefitted from prompts, such as hints and
questions, to assist aural and visual interpretation of audio.
In several instances, specific nuanced features of calls would
have gone unnoticed without cues being provided.
Applications like Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s Bird Song
Hero [12] (Figure 4) engage people with matching birdcall
audio recordings with associated spectrograms. The
spectrograms included in Bird Song Hero, however, lack
salience that participants in our study regularly sought. The
application’s introduction to the spectrogram variables of
frequency, time, and amplitude in an induction video, is
somewhat cursory, and the calls in spectrograms are
modified, cropped, and centered, which makes comparing
call frequencies impossible (Figure 4). In Bird Song Hero,
people are prompted to focus on recognizing patterns to
associate calls aurally and visually and have no need to
notice the photograph of the bird. Presenting interrelated
media is key to growing curiosity and allowing people to link
their knowledge, deeding to deeper interest in birds.

Accessible Associations

Playful designs for engaging with bird call audio can evoke
enjoyable experiences [51, 57]. Our findings highlighted
how the experience shaped enjoyable interactions.
Participants with in situ experience observing birds related
more easily to at least one media type, and they were most
interested in being provided nuanced call information. By
contrast, those with little to no experience birding or
reviewing audio needed a great deal more context regarding
bird appearance, calls, anatomy, and distribution, as well as
how these attributes interrelate. When exploring media in
groups with varied experience levels, those with the most
knowledge largely dominated, with inexperienced people
deferring to them. Relevant designs are needed for people
with differing levels of experience with birds and their calls.
If designing to facilitate cooperation between people with
differing levels of experience, providing experienced people
with moderation roles may foster long-term engagement.
The influence of bird familiarity, impact of audio knowledge,
and design of cooperation needs further research.
Species Information & Perceptions

While we purposefully selected three different species that
we thought would pose different kinds of challenges, a
paradox was revealed. As anticipated, participants were most
able to relate to a spectrogram showing the call of a male
Eastern whipbird given the common, frequent, and
distinctive “whip-crack” call [3, includes a URL to audio of
a male and female calling]. People with a broad familiarity
with birds in the wild often interpreted calls more easily than
those with in-depth knowledge of bird calls. Experienced
birders in our study made assumptions about what calls
would be included based on their more nuanced knowledge.
However, calls included in the activity for Sulphur-crested
cockatoos and Eastern whipbirds differed from presumed
calls, though we did not attempt to select unusual calls. Even
a person familiar with Eastern bristlebirds calls from the wild
(i.e. E1) expected the call included to be different.
Experiences with individual bird species shaped how people
interacted with bird media provided. How people relate to
calls of a specific species, as well as similar-sounding species
that reside in the same region need careful consideration.

Figure 4. Screenshot of Bird Song Hero’s second level.

In reviewing raw spectrograms, our participants had
difficulty interpreting how call variables interacted. They
also found it hard to decipher focal calls from other calls and
background noises, which is necessary when working with
sound from the wild. Making sense of spectrograms would
be easier if people were provided with interactive tools that
allowed them to experiment with how variables, such as
frequency, time, and amplitude, influence call shape.
Illuminating specific features of target calls would also help
to ensure key features did not go unnoticed.

Knowledge of threatened species vocalization can be limited
to a few individuals, and cooperation is key to acquiring
essential knowledge [42] Collaborative research between
species experts and designers is essential to ensure the call
repertoire is captured and the most informative calls are
included in designs (e.g. the most common and/or unique
calls for the species; [42]). Our study also exemplified the
importance of designing with novices, who we see as

Beyond interpretation of spectrograms, interactions with bird
photos and species maps also revealed ways to increase
salience that allows for more meaningful engagement.
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prospective citizen scientists, to understand common
knowledge, assumptions, and confusion when aurally and
visually exploring audio about birds. Understanding what
calls are most memorable and resonate with people is crucial.
Awareness of difficulties with deciphering calls can inform
design of playful and gameful [20] training approaches that
allow citizen scientists to become skillful at identifying calls
from audio accurately. Including conservationists and citizen
scientists in the design process is likely to remove
ambiguities and ease the process of searching for calls [15].
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application is designed for those with prior knowledge of
birds, as indicated by features such as species being
organized taxonomically. As the world’s most popular
citizen science application that has led to substantial
scientific outcomes, eBird exemplifies the power of a
particular group. Data contributed to eBird has also been
used to train machine learning algorithms for a new
application that assists novice birders learn by narrowing
down potential species observed (e.g. Merlin for birds [13]).
Additional popular applications allow people to share
observations, photos (e.g. iNaturalist for flora and fauna
[66]), and audio recordings (e.g. FrogID for frogs [49]).
Online citizen science does not have nearly the interaction
diversity to accommodate people with diverse ranges of
experience to complete tasks with different levels of
difficulty and to discover interesting facts and grow
knowledge. Simplistic tasks on Zooniverse have been very
effective for classifying images of galaxies or animals [16,
34, 48, 59]. Analogous simplistic tasks for classifying
wildlife calls from audio, however, have proven inadequate.
Our findings highlight the promise in creating rich training
tools that engage people with learning about bird calls
aurally and visually by providing more complex and
engaging information about birds, which may lead to
effective analysis of audio online.

Lesson 2: Facilitate Long-Term Engagement

Designs to interact with environmental audio and other
media should Facilitate Long-term Engagement. Subthemes
indicate that this can be done by designing for 1) Growth of
Knowledge with Purpose, 2) Diversity in Task Difficulty, 3)
Customizable Complexity, 4) Collaborative Puzzle Solving.
Growth of Knowledge with Purpose

Prospective citizen scientists were interested in learning
complicated information, and we see similarities with
amateur musicians. Birders and amateur musicians, for
example, are both intrinsically motivated and invest time in
growing complex skills [26, 37]. Playing the video game
Guitar Hero, which allows people to simulate being
musicians [1], may spark novices to have an interest in
music. Engagement with the application, however, is likely
to be transient and frivolous for amateur musicians interested
in gaining virtuosity [37]. Bird Song Hero is analogous in its
goals being extraneous, with the aural and visual matching
of only a single call per species needed to earn “hero metric”
points (Figure 4) [12]. Long-term engagement with
identifying calls in audio is most likely to occur when offered
interesting ways to interpret spectrograms, along with an
explicit purpose for how calls will be used when identified.

Customizable Complexity

Each participant had a unique way of interacting with media
that made differences in their experiences with birds and
audio evident. Some people may need to start with broad
audio comparisons, such as contrasting mechanical to animal
sounds and gradually integrate more nuanced comparisons.
Others with more familiarity with audio and bird calls may
be inclined to dive into more challenging comparisons, such
as similar calls from different species (e.g. compare all
cockatoo species), the call repertoires of a specific species
(Figure 3), or variability in a specific call (e.g. how a bird’s
distance from the audio recorder impacts amplitude and call
shape). Customizable interactions or level design is needed
to support people with varied experiences.

Similarly, to musicians, our participants were interested in
acquiring broader knowledge, which isn’t possible with
existing environmental audio interactions. People are
interested in contextualizing calls with broader animal lives
and having information that facilities this. While citizen
science projects including audio review, Bat Detectives [35,
70] and Whale FM [53, 69] had explicit scientific goals, such
projects lacked means for citizen scientists to expand their
knowledge. People could only interact with audio-visual and
aural data without broader wildlife context. Identifying
project goals, citizen scientist interests, needs for long-term
skill acquisition, and associated data are essential when
designing for sustained audio interactions.

When interacting with diverse multisensory media, several
people asked questions about bird anatomy, behaviors,
habitat, and ecological aspects. Interactions with the bird
media likely elicited a holistic curiosity about nature.
Lalanne and Lorenceau [31] suggested that exploring
information via multiple sensory modalities can improve
salience, reveal ambiguities, and allow perceptions to be
contextualized. When hearing and seeing audio together
several participants started noticing sound in more nuanced
ways. Interaction with bird media has been found to be
engaging as well, whether exploring bird photos and calls
with playful devices (e.g. [51, 57]) and a structured game
focused on bird ecology [50].

Diversity in Task Difficulty

Diversity in online tasks can increase engagement in online
citizen science. Citizen science tasks do not need to be
simple, and out of necessity, some must be complex. Birders
invest substantial time into learning what birds look like and
sound like in their leisure time. The application eBird is
designed to augment birders’ social practices, knowledge,
and other cultural practices, to encourage birders to submit
bird observations for ecological research [58, 67, 68]. The

A variety of applications are also used by birders to improve
their ability to identify birds. Thayer’s Birding Software is
one of the more elaborate examples, which provides birders
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CONCLUSIONS

with a wealth of information to explore in flexible, selfdetermined ways. The application includes, for instance, bird
photos, call audio (i.e. aurally only), behavior videos, bird
taxonomy, maps of species range and abundance, quizzes
created automatically or customized, and extensive field
guide materials [60]. However, the use of gameful
interaction [20] to build knowledge is minimal; it is more a
multimedia reference resource. Most birding applications
provide audio recordings of a limited number of calls for
each species that can only be passively played (e.g. [39, 56]).
Some web platforms and applications now provide
spectrograms with calls, but there are no other ways to
interact with calls visually or aurally [44]. Identifying birds
by calls, whether in the wild or online is an invaluable skill
that birders often want to learn (e.g. [42]). Investigations are
needed to explore interactions that are more gameful and
elicit crossmodal perceptions that provide more holistic
understandings of birds, their calls, and where they live. This
will allow people to meaningfully relate to nature in
meaningful ways that are applicable in the wild.

We found that when people are exploring media they draw
upon their prior experiences, whether interacting with audio,
actively searching for wild birds, or opportunistically
observing birds when outdoors. Interacting with bird media
elicited curiosity and people became keen to learn about
birds beyond their calls. Diverse salient interactions with
visual and aural audio media are needed to decipher calls, in
conjunction with media introducing people to lives of birds
and their ecosystems, to contextualize calls and sustain
interest. Merely providing people with a set of isolated call
spectrograms and audio recordings will not facilitate
nuanced observation of variation of wildlife calls. The audio
recordings of wildlife calls, whether provided by
professional recordists in apps or citizen scientists, are
typically lack means for people with a quizzical mindset to
interpret audio media in relation to their behaviors and
broader interactions with their environment. In general, call
spectrograms are usually presented in a way that does not
allow for the interactive learning that deepens sensemaking
about the nature of calls themselves. We offer a variety of
ideas and paths forwards to expand on what we know about
interaction with audio and other nature media, in the hopes
that future work will unveil a suite of interaction strategies
and processes that foster people becoming interested in birds
and their calls, building skill, and identifying calls of the wild
as citizen scientists to support survival of species.

Collaborative Puzzle Solving

Previous studies involving interactions with spectrograms
revealed that cooperative exploration advances the
sensemaking process [18, 41], which our study further
confirms. Our participants with prior experience interpreting
spectrograms for whipbird and cockatoo found interpreting
their spectrograms relatively easy. On several occasions,
people with in-the-wild species experience, but no prior
knowledge of spectrograms identified calls in spectrograms
cooperatively by reasoning through how shapes may sound.
Whether experience levels were equivalent or different, there
were instances where cooperative sensemaking helped
people to disentangle ambiguity. Cooperative problemsolving builds collective intelligence, “… a form of universal
intelligence, constantly enhanced, coordinated in real-time,
and resulting in affective mobilization of skills” [33, pg 13].
Exploring such interactions in a cooperative online
environment would be a worthwhile endeavor.

Our exploratory study examined how people interact with
media that reflect how birds look, sound and live. Our
findings revealed important challenges and opportunities for
citizen science projects that include the review of audio
aurally and visually to find and identify wildlife sounds, or
projects that include interaction with broader media about
wildlife. Challenges included participants having difficulty
with interpreting spectrograms, deciphering diversity of bird
calls, and connecting media to the lives of birds. Interacting
with an assortment of media visually and aurally had a
variety of benefits associated with using multiple senses
when interacting with bird media and crossmodal perception.
Doing so, helped to elicit enthusiasm and knowledge that
allowed for complex, and sometimes cooperative, problemsolving. We contribute design lessons and future directions
for those interested in citizen science, sounds of nature, or
eliciting passion for wildlife and its preservation.

Most people find it difficult to learn calls aurally, so there is
value in considering how calls can be made more relatable
and memorable. We noted a particularly unique and
innovative way that one participant, who lacked any
experience with audio, related the call of the cockatoo to the
familiar shape of “car tracks”. Future studies may explore if
naming calls based on ideas elicited from the shape (akin to
a Rorschach, or inkblot test) may prove useful for
remembering calls. People have explored creating a
folksonomy – “the emergent labeling of lots of things by
people in a social context” [61, pg 3], for verbal descriptions
of calls. However, these proved largely intractable [64].
Visual forms of folksonomy, whether through metaphors or
otherwise, may help people relate to spectrograms and
support learning about calls into the future.
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